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My Dear Master:  — 
 The rejection of a manuscript from your hand is an 
event of greater literary importance than the publication 
of no matter what by any other American author.  To-
day, then, I make history. 
 You are aware that no severer critic than myself 
exists, that I take cruel pleasure in nailing a Noyes to my 
barn door, or in flagellating the fatuities of a Frost; let 
me further assure you that Cato himself was not less 
accessible to influence, or Brutus to the claims of friend-
ship than your admirer and your friend who addresses 
these words to you. 
 Put therefore from your mind, I pray you, any sug-
gestion that I wished to flatter you in my exordium.  In 
all matters of art I yield no precedence to Rhadaman-
thus. 
 To prove it, let me say that I hold your style in ab-
horrence and your judgement in contempt, whenever 
you set yourself to praise.  You have made Charles Han-
son Towne ridiculous by hailing him a “Prince of Love” 
and preferring his barley-water to the ripe wine of Pet-
rarch; your opinions have lost value in the very measure 
in which they have unveiled the radiant virginity of your 
nature.  I can but bow my head as I think that nigh half 
a century of life on such a planet as ours has not abated 
your innocence.  Integer vitae scelerisque purus Non 
eget Mauri jaculis, neque arcu; Nec venenatis gravida 



sagittis, Fusce, pharetra.  I, bearing such weapons and 
having used them, may now lay them aside, and return 
to my rejection of your manuscript. 
 You know in part what writings I have already pub-
lished, and you will not suppose that I fear the noxious-
ness of a Sumner; rather I might incline to err by seek-
ing an opportunity to stamp out such cockroaches from 
the kitchen, instead of paying strict attention to the 
preparation of the banquet. 
 Nor is my action based upon any failure to appreci-
ate your mastercraft.  In such stories as “The Toe,” “The 
Moustache,” “Miss Dix” and many another you have 
shown yourself the Elisha on whom the mantle of Edgar 
Allan Poe has fallen.  Ethereal as he was, you have 
spread wings in an Empyrean beyond his furthest flight. 
 In compensation, you have no such grip of earth as 
he had when he swooped down upon it. 
 It is but rarely that you strike home to humanity.  
That tale in which the husband arises from his coffin and 
in which a wife is won by flagellation are your strongest, 
and Poe has twenty stories to surpass them in that qual-
ity.  You remember the Albatross of Baudelaire?  “Ses 
ailes de géant l’empêchent de marcher.”  That is your 
case. 
 I know of no writer who uses the English language 
as you do.  At your touch words take wings and fly.  
There is no story in your story; there is not even atmos-
phere.  There is a faint and elusive impact on one’s sen-
sibility which is nowise linked with memory or even with 
imagination.  You produce somewhat of the effect of a 
presentiment.  It is impossible to publish a presenti-
ment! 
 Your style defies the scalpel; you write as simply as 
de Maupassant, and in as mundane terms; but your 
characters have a quality similar to that which I have 
observed in the Hyperion of Keats, in Homer, in Ossian, 
and in the Prophetic Books of Blake.  In each person of 
the drama we find what I must call “giganticism.”  We 



are not told, as by the crude method of Dante, that Thel 
is so many cubits high; his story is simple as a villager’s; 
yet we are somehow aware that he is colossal, a being 
huge as heaven itself.  There is no room in the universe 
for any figures but those actively present in the drama. 
 Your characters have not these Titan thews, this 
starry stature.  You write of commonplace people such 
as we meet every day.  But you have the gift of endow-
ing them with most mysterious importance.  The sub-
tlety of your satire, the delicacy of your humor, are but 
the gossamer at whose center lurks the spider of your 
art most strange, remote and fascinating, a soul bizarre 
and sinister.  It is a doom intangible as invisible, and by 
all paths as ineluctable as death.  The expressed and 
comprehensible horror of Poe or of Hans Heinz Ewers 
holds no such terror. . . . 
 I perceive that I must borrow the lady’s privilege, 
and publish the story. . . . at least, another one! 
 With homage and devotion, my dear master, I offer 
the assurance of my impregnable esteem. 
 
 
 


